Developing Common Language:

*Asexuality Overview* & *General FAQ* (scroll down for a list of definitions and continue reading for more detailed answers to FAQ)

*Asexuality 101: Answers To The Most Frequently Asked Questions*
Author: Stormy O’Brink (*Matthew’s Place*)

*PFLAG National Glossary Of Terms*
(*PFLAG*)

Quick Reads to Get You Started:

*Debunking 5 Common Myths About Asexuality*  
Author: Adri Tibbs (*Everyday Feminism*)

*Am I The Only One?*  
Author: Mandrewliter (*AVEN: Asexual Perspectives*)

*Understanding Asexuality From The Outside*  
Author: Unknown (*AVEN: Asexual Perspectives*)

*I’m Asexual And My Story Matters*  
Author: Devashish Patel (*Feminism In India*)

*How I Discovered I’m Asexual And What That Means To Me*  
Author: Alaina Leary (*Ravishly*)

*Ace Talk: Asexuality Uncovered* (7 part series plus an introduction to Asexuality)  
(*Matthew’s Place*)

*Asexuality In The Indian Context*  
(*Asexual India*)

*Asexual And Happy*  
Author: Kim Kaletsky (*The New York Times*)
Educational Videos to Stimulate Your Mind:

- "A-SEXY: Asexual Stories" (5:22) (BBC RAW)
- "David Jay On Asexuality" (16:17) (ideacity)
- "Asexual Awareness Week 2016 With Sara Beth Brooks And Dylan Edwards: Podcast" (24:00) (The BiCast)
- "Everything’s A-Okay – Celebrating Asexual Awareness Week (VIDEO)" (5:43) Author: James Nichols (The Huffington Post)

Further Reading:

- "Asexuality Bibliography" (Bibliography of academic work on Asexuality) (Asexual Explorations)

Organizations to Support:

- Asexual India
- PFLAG
- PFund

Educational Downloadables to Decorate Your Space:

- "Asexual Spectrum" (Asexual India)
- "Asexuality" (Asexuality Awareness Week)
- "Let’s Talk About Asexuality"

Awesome Sources to Stay Engaged in the Topic:

- Minnesota Asexual MeetUp
- David Jay- Twitter
- Asexuality Visibility and Education Network (AVEN): Twitter
- Valley Of The Silk Sky
- Asexuality Visibility and Education Network (AVEN): Facebook

Tips for Allies:

- "You Found Out Your Partner’s Asexual – Now What? 5 Relationship Tips for You" Author: Shae Collins (Everyday Feminism)
- "8 Things You Should Never Say To An Asexual Person" Author: Kristin Kelley (Everyday Feminism)

Tools for Allies:

- "7 Ways To Support A Friend Who Recently Came Out As Asexual" Author: Shae Collins (Everyday Feminism)
- "5 Things You Can Do Right Now to Support the Asexual Youth in Your Life" Author: Miri Mogilevsky (Everyday Feminism)